
Avery Happy Lunar New Year and welcome to the
year of the Earth Dog! On February 16, 2018, we
welcome a new beginning and a year of great

opportunity.
        The dog is considered an auspicious sign in Chinese
astrology. One of the most likeable signs, dogs are loyal
and valiant, clever and intelligent, and always straight-
forward. Charismatic and attractive, they are also 
protective and take
their assumed respon-
sibilities most serious-
ly. And of course every
sign has its weakness-
es: sensitive and prone
to cantankerous
moods, stubborn and
emotional, the dog 
will look for trouble
around every corner.
They also have a nose
to discern who is
friend and foe; if you’re
a foe, watch out—as a
dog threatened will
defend his family,
home turf, and causes
with a passion and will bite if they feel threatened.
        These positive and negative qualities will come 
to the fore and be tested as this year is a Brown Dog
year—it is influenced by the male earth, symbolized 
in mountains—not just one, but two that must be 
traversed. Do we scale the mountain to the summit 
and see clearly on the other side, or do the mountains
become obstacles? It is the wise ones who will plan
ahead, execute their plan and climb the mountain to 
be blessed by the wide-open vistas before them. 
        Socrates, Voltaire and Confucius were all born in
the year of the dog. And we have another larger-than-
life individual born in a dog year: Donald J. Trump,
President of the United States. He is the 4th president
to be born in a dog year, but is the first to occupy that
office in a dog year. It will be a year of challenge and
opportunity—to bring out the positive qualities of the
dog and opportunity to get in check the propensity to
slip into all the negative weaknesses that dogs must
deal with.

        From a Feng Shui perspective,
the qi of this earth dog is positive
for everyone, regardless of astrological sign, as the gua
number of 9 moves to the center of the Luo Shu Square
in 2018. Nine is a sign of completion and a new begin-
ning. Highly auspicious, the number nine indicates
completion and a multiplying of good fortune, but it
can also amplify negative aspects, so always be on

guard with your
emotions and weak-
nesses. The signs for
2018 are definitely
leaning toward the
good, so this is a big
year for opportunity
in many respects. As
this is a male earth
dog year, it is the
patriarchs and the
male qi in each of us
that will receive the
most auspicious
energy.

Traditionally
during the days pre-
ceding the Chinese

New Year, houses are thoroughly cleaned of not only
physical dirt, but also the poor experiences of the past
to open the door to the newly arrive good positive qi.
Of course, all the brooms and brushes are put away
before New Year’s Day so that the great fortune that is
come is not inadvertently swept away! Be sure to wear
new clothes and a new attitude so that great potential
in 2018 can be fully experienced by you and your 
family. Many Blessings and Good Fortune to you! �

       Trained in China and the US, Michele Lewis is
a Certified Feng Shui Consultant and has been a Feng
Shui professional since 1998 and is available for 
consultations on-site or via phone. By using the time-
less principles of the art and science of Feng Shui,
Michele can help you bring balance and beauty to
every aspect of your life. She is also a Certified Qigong
Instructor of Ling Gui Healing Qigong School, Liu
Dong’s Method. Michele can be reached at (406) 
582-5724 or taodesigns@ymail.com.
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